The Japan Rubber Baseball Association has approximately 15,000 registered elementary school-class teams in active participation, known as the “Junior league.”

The Seinanbu Sunboys of the Kanazawa schoolchildren’s baseball association in Ishikawa prefecture claimed victory at the All-Japan schoolchildren’s rubber baseball tournament (August, 2009) and will go on to represent Japanese junior rubber baseball in the coming tournament.

**The Seinanbu Sunboys’ team motto.**

Changing your heart changes your awareness. Changing awareness changes actions. Changing actions changes habits! Number one in practice and heart in Japan! Taking care with every play. Success depends on preparation. Changing your habits changes the future! The Sunboys treasure the spirit to challenge ourselves.

**Points of interest. Past performance.**

Undefeated in fourth grade tournaments and official games, but lost for the first time during a rookie game in an Ishikawa prefecture tournament. This was the turning point from a vague idea to a real goal, to win the national tournament. This has been the constant spirit throughout training, and the “dream” has come true now that they are Japan’s “champion team”. As the representatives of Japanese rubber baseball, they will go on to the IV “Youth Zhujiang Cup” Baseball Tournament to face the best teams in Asia and fight to become Asia’s “champion team”.
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石川Seinanbu Sunboys隊

1. Nonoichi Takashi
   Team Leader

2. Miwa Hiroshi
   Manager

3. Ohashi Yukio
   Coach

4. Takimachi Toshiharu
   Director

5. Someya Yoshimori
   Umpire

6. Fukushima Daiki
   Pitcher

7. Ohashi Rytaro
   Catcher

8. Kurokawa Kai
   Infielder

9. Hatanaka Riku
   Infielder

10. Aihara Daiya
    Infielder

11. Kotake Yu
    Outfielder

12. Hatanaka Tatsuki
    Outfielder

13. Monzen Naoki
    Outfielder

14. Iida Kojiro
    Pitcher

15. Taka Mizuki
    Pitcher

16. Kamihama Koki
    Outfielder

17. Yonezawa Daiki
    Infielder

18. Tanaka Hirofumi
    Outfielder
ANA Mets隊簡介
ANA Mets队

Hamamura Toshio 团长
Yanagida Kenichiro 领队
Sekiguchi Chiaki 教练
Yoshikawa Morihiro 教练
Hamamura Takumi 球员

Yanagida Tokio 球员
Sato Kazuki 球员
Mino Takeru 球员
Mukai Kazutomo 球员
Nakamura Kenshi 球员

Yoshikawa Hiromi 球员
Nakajima Jo 球员
Suzuki Soma 球员
Kasahara Taiga 球员
Hase Takumi 球员

Tashima Takumi 球员
JAL Rockies隊簡介
JAL Rockies隊

Hamatani Tsunanori 団長
Nakamura Tetsuya 副団長
Fukazawa Hidemi 教練
Sato Yuki 球員
Hamatani Koichi 球員

Yoshitake Hisaaki 球員
Yoshino Ryota 球員
Owa Kensho 球員
Siu Yun Him Rocky 球員
Sato Masashi 球員

Nakamura Nobunari 球員
Fukazawa Sora 球員
Yamague Shingo 球員
Iwai Akiomi 球員
Iwai Nobuomi 球員

Kodama Shuhei 球員